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Secretary's Report
By:Charlie Low
July 2017
Show and Tell:
Brendan brought in a big sheetmetal dragonfly, a mothers day
(?) present- only slightly late for
mothers day- I may have
misheard and it is for a mothers
birthday-either way, quite
spectacular. Charlie L brought
in a set of coathooks- a mother
and father plesiosaur looking in
dismay at their adopted son the
octopus, who has taken up
boxing, mounted on purple
heart. Michael brought in a
bottle opener made from half a
horse shoe, with a horse head
on the proximal end (Johnlittle help with the name?) …….
was in Sweden doing a course in
forging Swedish axes, and
brought in a nice hatchet in a
leather case, an unfinished axe
head with a long collar, a chisel
and a drift. The unfinished axe
head was a gift from Wettering,
where they make axes- the long
collar is to allow the use of
birch in the handle, as it is not
as sturdy as ash. Steve brought
in a nice little knife made from
cable damascus. There was a
tool box made by Joe, with
drawers on the bottom. These
drawers contained samples of
the work that Dorothy Steigler
did at Caniron. There was also a
mirror with a decorative bronze
framing that she started at the
domo she did for us, and
handed over finished at
Caniron. Ben is restoring some
of the work that Dan Orton did,
and brought in a stand and
bowl. Neil brought in a copy of
Hammer Marks, the newsletter
of the Kooteney Forge.

John A brought in a 32 calibre East
Tennessee southern mountain squirrel gun
with a persimmon stock, 46 inch barrel,
flintlock action with set triggers. He made
everything except the barrel and some lock
parts...we were very impressed.

New Business:
Note from Steve- The coffee machine
was left turned on all week- could be a
fire hazard, as well as not good for the
equipment. John W mentioned that he
noticed a dremel tool had been left
running too- suggestion- unplug
equipment when you are through with
it.
Continued on next page...

Old business: Fairs- we are 2 weeks out from Coombs, and
then it is Fair Season! There are sign-up sheets in the shopsign up for when you can come out, so we can figure out if
there are particular days when more people will be needed
and we can twist some arms- Everyone should remember
that it is the fairs that pay for the shop- the appearance fees
and the money we make selling the art is what buys the coal,
steel, tools, pays the rent, hires the demonstrators etc- so we
need to put on a good show at every fair, for every day of
each fair, and if we know in advance when extra help will be
needed, it just makes life so much simpler. Also, remember,
the fairs are FUN!- you get to look like a tremendously skilled
artist to all the people just by being able to bash a piece of
hot iron.
Dan’s stuff is looking for homes, especially the frames for
power hammers and presses, which are out at Ben’s shop If
you want to have a look, phone him to arrange a timeNeil thanked everyone who helped make Caniron a
success- it really went well.
There is a box of Thrifty Foods re-useable bags that were
originally meant for handing out trinkets at Caniron- help
yourself to them. There are also hats and T shirts from
Caniron- hats are 15.50 and shirts are 15.00- see Norm
about them
One of the exhibits at Caniron was Glen Moon’s oil
burning forge- it was spectacular, heated steel incredibly
quickly, and would probably be a bit of a fire hazard in an
enclosed space. John W and Willy both have plans for
constructing one.
The church which allowed us to camp during Caniron
would like a candelabrum, which we thought would be a nice
way for us to thank them. Dan will talk to them and get some
ideas and sketches, and anyone who would like to contribute
is welcome to do so.
Ben is working on getting both the power hammer and the
press fixedThere was some thought about having a barbecue in the
week before the Luxton fair, and combining it with a general
cleanup of the shop. The MFI usually put out a call for help in
cleaning up the grounds about that time too, so plan to have
some spare time around then.
And with that, we adjourned.

Microscopic
World
When blacksmithing something, there are many steps to
consider. One that we use but never get to see is at the
microscopic level. Hardening metal is brought up many times
in books and on the internet, on how to achieve successes.
For instance when
making a punch you
are controlling the
grain growth. We know
what to do to make the
punch function, but
there a is a level of
mystery of what is
actually going on while
we work.

With science and technology it has
allowed us to go to a completely
different world. I am delighted to
show you this new world, and shed
some more light in the mystery's that
still hide in the corners of the
blacksmith shop.

A micro-crack in steel

microcrack after bending test,colored by Manuel Paller Courtesy of Martina Dienstleder
Source: https://www.fei.com/image-gallery/

Knife Edges
Source: https://scienceofsharp.wordpress.com/

Edge view of a burr raised by repeated
strokes of one side of the blade on a DMT
1200 diamond plate. This burr is easily felt
by brushing a finger across the edge.

Edge-on view of the blade following
stropping on a hanging denim strop
loaded with Mother’s mag polish
(aluminum oxide).

Source: https://scienceofsharp.wordpress.com/
Side view of the blade following 3 minimum force passes on the DMT EF (1200 grit) diamond plate. A
micro-bevel, approximately 15 microns wide has been produced.

Microstructural Damage in Nuclear Reactor Components
To find, and possibly prevent, weak spots in materials under
extreme stress, such as those at the heart of a nuclear reactor,
scientists at PNNL are combining detailed macroscopic to
microscopic images. This image shows a microscopic picture of a
high-chromium, nickel-based alloy. Its surface was chemically
etched to reveal faceted crystallographic planes at regions of
localized microstructural damage. Through their research, scientists
at PNNL are understanding how damage in metallic alloys evolves.
This information may help identify failure mechanisms, improve
reactor component reliability, and extend reactor life. Research was
funded by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
Department of Energy.
Team Members from PNNL: Matthew Olszta, Mychailo Toloczko, Dan Schreiber, Rob Seffens,
Clyde Chamberlin and Stephen Bruemmer.
Image was colorized by Matthew Olszta.

Source: https://www.ipp.mpg.de/3773451/surface_investigations

Scanning electron micrograph showing failure
of a bainitic steel through embrittlement of the
prior austenite grain boundaries.(Bottem)

Scanning
electron
microscope
picture of a
steel sample
exposed at
670°C to a
hydrogen
plasma. The
originally
polished
surface
shows a spiky
structure with
individual
particles on
top (picture
width: 12.8
µm).(Top)

Source: https://www.phase-trans.msm.cam.ac.uk/2008/Steel_Microstructure/SM.html

Iron Oxide Layer
Investigation of the
morphology and composition
of an oxide layer formed on
the surface of a steel X70 .
Research conducted by the
technologist Thais Mansur
(Division of Corrosion / INT /
MCTI ). Courtesy of Mr.
FRANCISCO RANGEL

click me
Metal being cut with carbide
bit.
Source: https://www.fei.com/image-gallery/
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Secretary's Report
By:Charlie Low
September 2017
Show and Tell:
Neil brought in “Hammer
Marks”- newsletter from
Kooteney forge. Chas L brought
a broken santoku to see if
anyone had ideas about
salvaging it. The consensus was
that trying to weld it would
make it worse. He also brought
in a trivet that used to be a
pitchfork, and a santoku style
paring knife. Brendan brought
in 3 magic wands, Wes brought
a holder for an electrical
insulator, which turns the
insulator into a vase, as well as
2 shelf brackets with circle
bracing, and a hatchet made
from a wrench. Sebastian
brought in a very shiny knife,
and a hummingbird drinking at
some flowers. Dan C who got
the job of blacksmith 3 days a
week at Fort Langley brought
timbits and beer, and a big
Thank-you to us for teaching
him about blacksmithing.

New Business:

We should have an inventory of
the “Blacksmith Art” remaining
after the fair season. People just
making stuff and contributing it
on an ongoing basis has worked
well. However there was a
suggestion that we should have
a production day, just because
they are fun.John C suggested
there should be a memorial for
Dan Orton on the website. As
well, Neil told us that Galen
Kennel has died. No one was
absolutely sure of the cause, but
we think it was some form of
cancer.Construction of the
addition to the shop- Neil plans
to talk to Glen J, who is our

resident authority on that sort of
thing.Benoit can provide specialized heat
treating with a programmable oven.
John W discussed people doing demos.
Tim S is planning to do a forge welding
demo some time, Nick would like to do an
axe-making demo, and if anyone wants
an interesting field trip, Dan C will be
working at Fort Langley Mondays,
Thursdays and Fridays- And with that, we
adjourned.
We offered to make something for the
church which let us camp in their parking
lot for Caniron. They have requested a
cross, and Dan C brought a sketch of
their idea- there were all sorts of
suggestions of ways to make it more
fancy, but it does seem pretty easy to
fulfill their request- the cross should be
free-standing and about 2 feet high.
Neil gave a general Thank You to
everyone for the very good participation
at the fairs this year. It was quite
remarkable- last year there were a lot of
days with no more than 2 people manning
the fair, and this year there was only a
single day with as few as 3, and all the
other days at all the fairs there were
anywhere from 6 to 10 people- Well done
All.Another Thank- You was voted for
Sebastian who has been doing a really
good job of keeping the shop tidy.
Neil told us that the payment to Kwantlen
College for permission to hold Caniron
there has still not been requested- the
suggestion is that the paperwork is still at
their lawyer’s. All the other costs have
been paid and finalized.There are still
hats, and T-shirts. The shirts are mostly
XL, with some XX and XXX.
Finances:
We did well at the fairs, making about
$00.00 more this year than last, and quite
a lot of that money came from sales of
the “Blacksmith Art” that people have
been making and contributing. We found
it odd that the Luxton fairs did very poorly
in sales compared to all the other fairs,
and the consensus was that it was
because we are way out at the end of the
line where nobody comes. It was
suggested that we set up the sales tables,
and perhaps a portable forge near the
center of the excitement next time out.

I have featured Friis forge, he lives on
Vancouver Island also a member of
VIBA. Below are some of his videos I
invite you to explore his channel

Blacksmith Forging a Viking Arm Ring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b373XEWGvCo

Forging a Viking Hand Axe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C9ka4GHN7w

Basket Weave or Celtic Knot Hook
CanIron Demonstration by Matt Jenkins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjsjPYhFEOE&t=9s

Raising and Chasing - CanIron Demonstration by Douglas Pryor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rq3R3g8Kfns

Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association
www.viblacksmiths.com

New VIBA Raffle
Below is the new raffle tickets for every item/items made.
The value must equate to 20 dollars per entry, there will
be four draws this year. The prize will be one of the three
volumes of Mark Asperys books and mystery fourth prize.
Volume I:
Mastering the Fundamentals Of Blacksmithing
Volume II:
Mastering the Fundamentals of Leafwork
Volume III:
Mastering The Fundamentals Of
Traditional Joinery
A box will be placed in the shop for tickets. You must place
a price tag on your item to be considered entered or you will
be
Disqualified!

Vancouver Island Blacksmith
Association Membership Application
Name: ______________________
Address: ____________________
City: __________ Prov/State: ____
Post/Zip Code: ________________
E-Mail: ______________________
Phone: (___) _________________
[_] Regular Membership..........$50/year
Members are required to sign a liability
waiver. Make cheques and money orders
payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc.
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC, Canada.

Blacksmith shop

Artist Blacksmith Assoc. of North
America Membership Application
Name: ______________________
Address: ____________________
City: _________ Prov/State: _____
Post/Zip Code: ________________
Phone: (___) _________________
[_] Youth 18 and under........... $20/year
[_] Full Time Student................$45/year
[_] Regular Membership.......…$55/year
[_] Senior Citizen (Age 65+) …$50/year
[_] Overseas Surface Mail …...$60/year
[_] Overseas Air Mail …...........$80/year
[_] Contributory Membership....$150/year
[_] Educational Institution membership
$250/year
Credit Card Payment.
Card No. _______________________
[_]Visa [_] Mastercard
Expiry Date: ______________________
Signature: ________________________
ABANA Central Office
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: (423) 913-1022
Fax: (423) 913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

Have you seen something
that you want to share or
have something you would
like to write. We are
always accepting
freelancers send in
photos, upcoming events
shoot me an Email:
Arcingbrody@gmail.com

